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ABSTRACT 

The objective of the final design project in EE 560 was to implement an embedded-systems 

based project of interest to members of the course. The project topic was left up to the students to 

choose, and the members of this group chose automated robotics in manufacturing/industrial 

environments. The group attempted to implement an autonomous robot and remote control 

system to demonstrate that RFID-based path movement was possible in a controlled setting. 

Though the remote functionality was successful, only portions of the autonomous robot 

subsystem were successful. Primarily, the dysfunction in implementation was due to the power 

system of the robot and hardware limitations. Many lessons were learned about embedded 

system and autonomous system implementation. This report will cover the design of the system, 

the implementation of the design, testing, errors that were encountered during implantation, 

challenges faced during implementation, and finally documentation from the software of this 

project. 

INTRODUCTION 

There are many industries where automation is emerging as a method to save cost, time, and 

employee safety. Automation using autonomous robotics is becoming increasingly popular in 

movement, fabrication, and even in automobiles. While early adoptions of robotic technology 

have been successful, there is still research that needs to be conducted into higher autonomy, 

autonomous collaborative systems, and human-machine collaboration. 

An example of industries with burgeoning automation is manufacturing. On factory floors, parts 

and people move constantly. Depending on the type of manufacturing facility, large or small 

parts are transported along fabrication facility floors. If the parts are large, they can be moved by 

crane or another heavy-lifting system, but parts are often also moved by employees via the 

ground. This poses a safety risk to the employees that interact with large moving parts of a 

product, especially if the load becomes unbalanced or disturbed during transport. 

To prevent loss of tools and to control inventory, fabrication is commonly achieved through the 

use of tool rooms and kits. This ensures that the employee will have the correct tools and 

materials for a task. Factories can be very large buildings (e.g. Boeing’s Everett production 

facility) and the time that it takes employees to walk to where the materials and tools reside for 

their task, and then back to their job station, can take a significant amount of time. This transit 

time results in a loss of time performing the task as well as an addition in time that the product 

sits in production. In any industry, time correlates with profit and expense.  

The addition of autonomous robotics to a manufacturing setting to move material and to deliver 

tools and materials to employees for tasks would reduce the safety risk to employees as well as 

maximize the amount of time that employees have to accomplish their production task. By 

reducing the time spent retrieving materials, products will reduce their time on the production 

floor. 

This project was focused on demonstrating that an autonomous robot could follow a specified 

RFID path between two points and avoid obstacles while in transit. Using six RFID tags and a 
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three foot by three foot “maze,” a small Arduino-based robot navigates the space by following 

specified pathways that have been loaded onto the microcontroller. A combination of remote 

control (for emergency human intervention) and on-board autonomous control are used on the 

robot.  

The following report will cover the design methodology of the project, the system’s hardware 

and software designs, how the system was tested, results of implementation, problems 

encountered, and finally, extensions of the work going forward. System code can be found in the 

appendices at the end of the report.  

DISCUSSION 

Design Procedure 

The system implemented in this project began as the design of a pedestrian/cyclist and 

automobile radio frequency identification (RFID) collision avoidance system. However, due to 

limitation of time, this was changed a robotic industrial automation system, which the group 

believed to have a more achievable scope than the former project. This robotic automation 

system consists of a small robot and a computer terminal and is designed to move autonomously 

through a small maze, its motion being dictated by the tags that it reads along a specified path. 

Originally, it was intended that the system would solely consist of the robot, but it was 

determined that a computer terminal would be necessary in case human intervention was 

required during the robot’s operation. The computer used was a MacBook Air, and the robot 

consisted of an Arduino microcontroller, a motor shield, a gear box, a power system, a RFID 

reader, and three ultrasonic sensors. The remote subsystem of the project was implemented 

through the use of the personal computer and the robot subsystem was implemented with the 

robot.  

In order to demonstrate the functionality of the robot’s autonomous path-based movement, a 

small maze was created from wood and RFID tag pathways were laid out along the open spaces 

in the maze. A computer terminal sends a pathway to the robot, and the robot subsequently acts 

to get from the start point to the end point, avoiding walls and obstacles as it progresses through 

the maze. The robot for this project consisted of a small “tank drive” robot that has an Arduino 

microcontroller, ultrasonic sensors, and an RFID reader to read RFID tags in the maze. The robot 

was from one group member’s capstone at another university. It was chosen as the robot for the 

project because it already had code available for movement and was already assembled. With the 

Arduino already integrated into the system, this cut down on integration time significantly. 

Unfortunately, it required the purchase of a new gearbox to drive the motors, so time was lost 

due to this issue. All hardware in the robot subsystem was COTS hardware. 

While the hardware was in transit, the software was developed. In lieu of a working robot, 

simulated test code was created. One piece of software was created in the Arduino development 

environment for the robot subsystem, and one piece of software was created for the remote 

subsystem. Through the use of the remote subsystem during testing, both the Arduino robot code 

and the remote code could be debugged in a command terminal on the computer. 
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Though there were changes in the project originally, the overall design of the system remained 

constant after this initial scope change. Details of hardware and software of the system 

(including state diagrams and schematics) is included and discussed in the below hardware and 

software description sections.  

System Description 

High Level View of Design 

Both the high-level block diagram and the functional block diagram for this project are 

included below. Together, these two diagrams provide a visual description of the system. 

Elements and functions are discussed in the subsequent sections. 
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Figure 1 - High-level block diagram of the final project autonomous industrial robotic 

system design showing the robot subsystem and the remote subsystem design. 
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Figure 2 –A High-Level Functional Decomposition Diagram 

Use Case Diagram 

The UML diagram for the system’s use cases is shown below. Use cases are also briefly 

explained below. The first use case figure is for user input to the system, and the second use case 

figure is for the output of the system back to the user. 
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Figure 3 - The UML use case diagram for user inputs to the system. 
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Figure 4 - The UML case diagram for system outputs to the user. 

Specify the Path for the Robot 

When the robot is first powered on, it is in a waiting state. The user must start a python script on 

the remote computer and specify the start RFID tag and the end RFID tag using “a” through “f” 

on a keyboard. This will specify a path for the robot to follow. The start RFID tag and the end 

RFID tag are sent to the robot via XBee.  

Manual Mode – Command Forward 

The robot is either put into manual mode via a flag in the Arduino program, or the robot will 

enter into a manual mode if it determines that it may need human intervention. When the robot is 

in this state, the “w” key is used to control forward movement. If pressed multiple times, the 

robot will execute the move forward command through the Arduino program as many times as 

the key was pressed. At first a concern was that the robot would be given the forward command 

and the reverse command within quick succession and cause the system to enter an unstable 

state; however, the motor controller and gearbox on the robot handle this well and this did not 

end up being a concern. 

Manual Mode – Command Reverse 

When the robot is in manual mode, the “s” key is used to control reverse movement. If pressed 

multiple times, the robot will execute the reverse movement command as many times as the 

button has been pressed. Similar to the forward movement, there were early concerns about the 

user pressing multiple directions in quick succession, but with the motor controller on the robot 

handling the movement position from the microcontroller, and the delay in sending the data via 

XBee, this did not end up being a concern. 
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Manual Mode – Command Left Turn 

When the robot is in manual mode, the “a” key is used to control the left turn of the robot. 

Multiple presses are needed to turn the robot 90°, as a single press of the “a” key only rotates the 

robot 45°. 

Manual Mode – Command Right Turn 

When the robot is in manual mode, the “d” key is used to control the right turn of the robot. 

Multiple presses are needed to turn the robot by 90°, as a single press of the “d” key only rotates 

the robot about 45°. 

Manual Mode – Ping Ultrasonic Sensors 

When the robot is in manual mode, the “m” key is used to query the ultrasonic sensors. This 

functionality was useful for debugging to verify whether communication between the remote and 

the robot subsystems was operable. Querying the ultrasonic sensors does not use the PWM, so it 

is less computationally intensive than the other commands that can be sent to the robot, such as 

motor commands. 

Emergency Stop 

There a number of stopping methods for the robot subsystem. The robot will timeout through 

software if it determines that it needs manual control. In this case, it will remain stationary until 

the remote issues it another command to move. Additionally, other stopping methods are to 

physically press the reset button on the Arduino and introduce an obstacle in front of the robot. 

The robot will enter the wait state once an obstacle is seen. 

Data Read 

As the robot moves through the maze, it constantly reads in data from the serial connection 

between the Arduino and the RFID reader. This information about what was read (or if nothing 

was read in the case of the read data returning null from the reader) is sent to the remote via the 

XBee connection from the robot to the remote. This data is then displayed a python terminal 

output that the operator can view during operation. The information that the operator will see is 

either “No Serial Data” or information about the bits read in hexadecimal format. This is 

excellent for troubleshooting. 

Turn Log 

The turns that the robot makes is important for back-tracking and backing out the pathway 

followed when an obstacle is encountered. The turns are captured by the Arduino program and 

are transmitted to the remote computer and are saved in the python IDE memory. This allows the 

operator to view the turns the robot has made and if manual control is required, help the robot 

back out of its pathway and find another if the robot cannot do this itself.  
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Help Needed! 

In the event that the robot collides with an obstacle, enters an unstable state, or loses 

communication, it sends a “Help needed!” flag to the operator via the XBee virtual serial link. 

This alerts the operator to system trouble such that he or she can investigate. It was decided that 

is safer to implement a trouble flag than to have the robot try to self-correct in failure cases. This 

prevents damage to items around the robot path as well as people. 

Pseudo-English Description of Modules and Functions 

The functions displayed above have the functionality described below. 

 Robot Subsystem 

o Control System 

The control system of the robot includes all aspects of hardware and software needed 

to operate the system. This includes both the code that is loaded onto the robot’s 

microcontroller, as well as the mechanical components of the robot. The two motors 

on the robot are driven by the motor shield, which is connected to the Arduino 

microcontroller. The microcontroller receives a position command and then acts on 

the position command to drive the left and the right motors to generate forward, 

reverse, left, and right commands.  

Using the ultrasonic sensors onboard the robot, the control system also will self-

correct and attempt to remain in straight travel. This occurs when the robot travels too 

close to a wall of the maze in a single direction. Input from the ultrasonic sensors is 

used to generate the position command onboard for which way the robot needs to 

course correct to remain in straight travel. 

The last component that the control system controls is the RFID reader. While 

moving forward, the robot will attempt to read the floor beneath it for an RFID tag. If 

the robot successfully reads an RFID tag, it stops on the tag and calculates its next 

motion step from the commanded path it has been given. In order to stop the motion 

of the robot, the control system must successfully compare the RFID tag to the RFID 

tags that are known to the robot. 

o Communication  

The communication between the robot and the remote subsystems is accomplished 

through the use of XBee radio modules. XBee uses the Zigbee 2.4 GHz protocol, and 

works well for autonomous systems within close range. There is a receiver/transmitter 

module in both the robot and remote subsystems. A virtual serial connection is made 

between the two subsystems via the XBee modules. 

Information is both received and sent via the XBee modules. The command to start 

moving and the commanded path are both sent to the robot from the remote. When 

the robot moves along the known pathway to get from the starting point to the ending 
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point, the robot sends data that it is reading in from the RFID reader. In the event that 

the system encounters an obstacle or needs help, this information is also sent back to 

the remote subsystem via the XBee.  

o RFID Reader 

The RFID reader is attached to the Arduino onboard of the robot. Through the control 

system, it receives an enable to read. During robot movement, the RFID reader is 

constantly reading and attempting to successfully read one of the known RFID tags 

that are programmed into the robot. This information is sent back to the remote 

system and if the RFID reader reads in a recognized tag, the control system uses this 

information to determine the next movement from the robot’s pathway map. 

o Ultrasonic Sensors 

There are three ultrasonic sensors on the robot. One faces forward, one faces left, and 

one faces right. As the robot travels through the maze, it constantly is measuring the 

distance between the sensor and the wall. Depending on this distance (if a sensor is 

too close to one of the walls), the control system will attempt to course correct the 

robot by controlling motor direction.  

The ultrasonic sensors are also used to determine whether or not there are any 

obstacles that will inhibit the robot’s movement along the commanded path. 

 Remote Subsystem 

o Keyboard 

The keyboard of the remote subsystem computer is the user input at the beginning of 

robot operation, in manual control, and when the robot sends back a flag telling the 

user that it needs help. The keyboard used must be a QWERTY keyboard, as the 

movement commands are programmed to work with the “a,” “s,” d,” and “w” keys. If 

it is a standard US keyboard, all of the appropriate keys for manual control will be 

present. 

o Communication  

The communication between the remote subsystem and the robot subsystem is 

accomplished through the use of two XBee modules.  There is a receiver/transmitter 

on both sides of the system and a virtual serial connection is created between the two 

when connected. This connection allows the starting commands, commanded path, 

manual control commands, and an emergency stop command to be sent to the robot. 

When the XBee is not in use, the robot can be controlled via USB serial connection to 

the remote subsystem computer.  

o Manual Control 

Manual control is the method that was used for testing. Additionally, it is also a 

method to resume the robot’s movement if the robot has encountered an obstacle. The 
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manual control commands include forward, reverse, left, and right movement as well 

as a command to “ping” the ultrasonic sensors and a command to read from the RFID 

reader. When used for test, the robot could be driven to the next RFID tag in the 

commanded pathway and again resume autonomous behavior. 

System Input and Output Specification 

System Inputs 

The inputs to the system are specified below. There are two systems, and thus two sets of inputs.  

 Remote Subsystem 

o User Input to Keyboard 

 Key definitions given in user interface section 

 Data Link:  USB  

 0 to +5  ± 0.2 Volts 

 Max data rate 1.5 Mbps 

 Protocol: Intentionally Unspecified 

o XBee Communication Module 

 Supply Voltage: 2.1 to 3.6 VDC 

 Output: 2.4 ±0.1 Ghz Wireless Radio 

 Serial Data Rate: 1200 bps to 1 Mbps 

 Protocol: ZigBee 

 Robot Subsystem 

o XBee Communication Module 

 Supply Voltage: 2.1 to 3.6 VDC 

 Output: 2.4 ±0.1 Ghz Wireless Radio 

 Serial Data Rate: 1200 bps to 1 Mbps 

 Protocol: ZigBee 

o RFID Reader 

 Supply Voltage: + 5 VDC 

 Data Format: 8 data bits, no parity, 1 stop bit, and the least significant bit. 

 Transmission Rate: 2400 bits per second 

 Protocol:  +5 V TTL-level, non-inverted asynchronous serial signal. 

o Ultrasonic Sensors 

 Supply Voltage: +5 VDC 

 Protocol: 40 kHz ultrasonic TTL pulse and TTL echo pulse 

 Sensing Distance: 2 centimeters to 3 meters 

System Outputs 

 Remote Subsystem 

o Commanded Robot Pathway 

 Signal Range: + 3.3 V ± 1.0 V 

 Data Link: ZigBee via XBee RF module 

o Commanded Robot Movement 

 Signal Range: +3.3 V ± 1.0 V 
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 Data Link: ZigBee via XBee RF module 

o Xbee Communication Module 

 Supply Voltage: +2.1 VDC to +3.6 VDC 

 Output: 2.4 ±0.1 Ghz Wireless Radio 

 Serial Data Rate: 1200 bps to 1 Mbps 

 Protocol: ZigBee 

 Robot Subsystem 

o Xbee Communication Module 

 Supply Voltage: +2.1 VDC to +3.6 VDC 

 Output: 2.4 ±0.1 Ghz Wireless Radio 

 Serial Data Rate: 1200 bps to 1 Mbps 

 Protocol: ZigBee 

o Serial Data from RFID Reader and Movement 

 Signal Range: 3.3 V ± 1.0 V 

 Data Link: ZigBee via XBee RF module 

o Help Needed Flag 

 Signal Range: 3.3 V ± 1.0 V 

 Data Link: ZigBee via XBee RF Module 

Operating Specification 

This system was designed to operate indoors. The hardware is not capable of weathering an 

outdoor environment with exposure to precipitation due to the exposed electronics of the robot. 

There is not temperature sensitivity, but for the most efficient battery performance, the 

temperature should be around room temperature (60° to 80° F). Additionally, there is no 

humidity sensitivity, but the ideal humidity for system operation would be that of an industrial 

setting (10% to 60% humidity).  

The system does not run off of wall power. Instead, this system runs of battery power. Two 

battery packs with six AA size batteries were used in the robot, and an additional external 5 VDC 

battery pack was used to provide extra voltage to the system.  

Timing Constraints of the Design 

Timing concerns were not specifically addressed in the design of this system due to the 

understanding that an implemented system would need to operate with safety as a higher priority 

than speedy operation. The transmission of the commands to the robot and the time the controller 

uses to generate the correct movement from its path math dictate the speed of the system, as 

these are the two slowest operations.  

Safety Considerations of the Design 

Due to the size of the robot and the maze, safety was not specifically addressed in this project. 

The robot is able to be easily picked up by the operator and can be powered down quickly. There 

are not exposed wires on the robot and there are no sharp edges on the chassis that could hurt the 
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operator if he/she makes contact with the robot. This is different than an implemented system, 

however, in which safety would be the priority. An implemented autonomous robot in an 

industrial setting would be required to not be a hazard to the product being produced and to not 

be a hazard to the employees who operate around RFID pathways. Safety concern is the main 

driver for incorporating the remote system, as an implemented system in an industrial setting 

would be required to have human intervention in the case of malfunction or in an emergency. 

Error Handling of the Design 

The main error in the implementation of this project occurred in the early stages of project design 

and will be discussed in greater detail later in this report. The choice of hardware was extremely 

limiting to implement a fully functional system. One error in choice was the use of the robot 

itself – the gearbox caused a significant delay in the implementation time of the system. Another 

error was in the choice of the microcontroller; the Arduino was pushed to its limit with a singular 

microcontroller on board of the robot. This error in choice should have been rectified by using 

multiple Arduinos or another robot entirely. Due to the time constraints, changing the hardware 

of the system seemed ill advised, and so the group made do with the hardware that was already 

being used.  

Hardware Implementation 

The hardware high-level block diagram is the same as the overall system high-level block 

diagram. It is shown again for the reference of the reader in Figure 5. A graphical schematic 

showing the wiring of the robot is included in Figure 6.  
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Figure 5 - A high level block diagram of the system's hardware. 
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Figure 6 - A graphical diagram of the system wiring and system hardware components. 

There were two areas of focus for hardware implementation. Those two areas were the robot 

itself and the robot subsystems. The highest complexity, however, was not found in the robot 

itself, but in the software for both the remote and robot subsystems. The software is discussed in 

detail in the Software Implementation section of this report.  

Images of the robot are included as Figures 7 through 10. Each of these photos shows different 

components of the robot subsystem. The major parts of the robot hardware system are discussed 

below. Additionally, a top level, more detailed block diagram of the hardware system with the 

inputs and outputs to the system is shown in Figure 11. Beginning with the remote system, the 

operator provides input to the robot of the commanded path for movement. This is done through 

the use of the keyboard, and the keys used can both be found in the Use Case section as well as 

the Software Implementation section.  
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Figure 7 – A top-level view of the robot subsystem. The Arduino and motor shield that 

connects to the Arduino are clearly visible, as are the three ultrasonic sensors at the front 

of the robot. 

 

Figure 8 – A second top-level view of the robot subsystem from the front of the robot.  
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Figure 9 – A side view of the robot showing the tank drive train and ultrasonic sensors. The 

motors of the robot and the battery packs of the power system are also clearly shown. 

 

Figure 10 – A third top-level view of the robot showing the final wiring configuration 

without the external 5 V battery. 
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Figure 11 - A lower level detailed block diagram of the hardware system and the 

input/outputs of the system. 

  

The given command is then sent through the XBee receiver/transmitter to the robot 

microcontroller. The controller then uses the programmed map of RFID tags to determine its 

next movement. During operation, the robot can be in a wait state, a read state, or a drive state. 

During the read and drive states, the robot controller collects data that is read in through the 

RFID reader and sends it back to the remote operator terminal through the XBee 
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receiver/transmitter. Additionally during movement, the robot self-corrects to try to remain on a 

straight movement course. If the robot encounters an issue with communication, an obstacle, or 

another problem, the wait state is entered and the robot contacts the operator for help. Below is a 

more detailed discussion of each of the hardware modules of the robot. 

Discussion of Hardware Modules 

The robot hardware system contains numerous smaller systems. The remote hardware system is a 

system unto itself that is separated from the robot subsystem by the XBee virtual serial 

connection. There is one controller on the robot and this controller both receives data and 

controls the movement of the robot, the reading of the RFID tags, and the calculation of distance 

from the boundaries of the pathway.  

Arduino Microcontroller 

The Arduino microcontroller was already integrated into the robot system that was used for this 

project. Arduino is a simple microcontroller with middling capabilities and a very shallow 

learning curve. It is expandable with the use of shields to control wireless modules, motors, and 

other hardware. In the case of this project, a motor control shield was used in conjunction with 

the Arduino robot.  

There is also a great deal of support and sample code available to developers. For instance, the 

RFID reader was easily integrated into the system by studying example code, and the ultrasonic 

sensors were integrated in much of the same way. With limited time to implement a project, a 

microcontroller with good support, wide use, and expandability was attractive. Issues with the 

choice of the Arduino Uno as a microcontroller can be found in the discussion of issues and 

errors at the end of this report. 

In the robot subsystem, the Arduino Uno was connected to the motor shield which ran the two 

motors of the robot, the XBee receiver/transmitter module, the three ultrasonic sensors, and the 

RFID reader. 

Parallax RFID Reader 

The Parallax RFID reader was chosen because of its compatibility with Arduino 

microcontrollers. Additionally, it was also chosen because it was an inexpensive active reader 

that had good documentation about functionality. This module is used to read for RFID tags as 

the robot moves through its commanded pathway. The Arduino gives the reader a constant active 

low in order to cause the reader to read tags. When a tag is read, the control system of the robot 

stops the robot and calculates the next direction the robot should travel. Due to the uncertainty of 

where the tags are in the pathway that the robot has been given, the RFID reader constantly reads 

as it drives.  

The RFID reader is driven by a +5 VDC power input. Because the Arduino has a 5V source on 

the board, the reader was connected to the Arduino. This caused issues that will be discussed 

later in this report.  
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Parallax Ultrasonic Sensors 

The three Parallax ultrasonic sensors were used for self-correcting functions of the robot and the 

obstacle awareness functions of the robot. In order to have awareness of what was in front of the 

robot as it was moving forward, the ultrasonic sensors were placed on the left, right, and front 

sides at the front of the robot. Unfortunately, due to the limited bandwidth of the sensors, blind 

spots were created at the left and right front corners of the robot.  

The ultrasonic sensors are supplied off of the +5 VDC source of the Arduino Uno 

microcontroller. The signal lines were inserted into pins A3 through A5 of the Arduino. Using 

the distance measured by the three sensors, the microcontroller calculated whether self-

correction would be required as the robot moved forward. These sensors were queried less 

frequent than the RFID reader attempted to read in RFID tags. 

In addition to their support and use in the Arduino community, the Parallax ultrasonic sensor was 

used due to its wide availability, just in case one was destroyed during testing. 

XBee Receiver/Transmitter Modules 

As an alternative to using Wifi and Bluetooth, which both can be unreliable, both the remote 

subsystem and the robot subsystem used a XBee receiver/transmitter module to create a virtual 

serial connection between the two subsystems. The XBee modules used were the XBee ZB® 

modules, which uses the ZigBee wireless 2.4 GHz protocol to send and receive data. A USB 

XBee Xplorer dongle was used in the remote subsystem, and the XBee module on the robot 

subsystem side was connected by a PCB with headers to connect the XBee to the PCB. 

XBee was chosen for RF transmission between the two subsystems to allow the system to 

operate autonomously, but still allow an operator to intervene if needed. In the robot subsystem, 

the XBee was connected to the Arduino Uno via the TX 1 and RX 0 pins and the module was 

powered from the 5 VDC supply on the Arduino board. The supply of power from the Arduino 

created issues initially and constantly reset the Arduino Uno microcontroller; these issues will be 

discussed throughout the end of this report.  

Robot Subsystem Power System 

The robot power system consisted of two battery packs and an external 5 VDC battery. Each 

battery pack (neglecting the rechargeable external battery pack) had six AA size alkaline 

batteries each. This is not ideal, and in an implementation of this system in industry, a fully 

rechargeable battery would be desired. One battery pack was intended to run the motors of the 

robot, and the second battery pack was intended to run the Arduino. Both were 9 VDC.  

The external battery pack, a generic Target brand external battery, was added to the robot after it 

was discovered that there was a need for added 5 VDC power in the robot subsystem due to the 

addition of the XBee module and the power drain of the RFID reader (from constantly reading). 

The majority of the robot subsystem was powered from the Arduino 5 VDC supply. This 

powering of most hardware on the robot from a common subsystem is a problem that is 

discussed at the end of this report. 
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Remote System Personal Computer 

The personal computer used for the development of code and for the display of the python 

command terminal was the main hardware implementation outside of the robot subsystem. A 

MacBook Air was used as the personal computer. During testing and code development, it was 

often connected to the robot during operation via an A/B USB cable. During autonomous 

operation, the remote computer was connected to the robot subsystem via the XBee module. The 

processing power of the computer was sufficient enough to run the python code used as the 

remote controller, load the Arduino program onto the robot, and to communicate with the robot 

subsystem via XBee virtual serial connection during operation. 

Robot Chassis  

The robot chassis used was the chassis from one group member’s capstone at another university. 

The hardware was already assembled, microcontroller integrated with the drive train and motor 

controllers, and there was already code loaded onto the robot to control movement. Due to the 

time constraints of the project, using a pre-assembled robot and expanding on the system was an 

attractive design choice. However, this design decision resulted in hardware limitations that 

could not be overcome to implement the project fully. This is further discussed later in this 

report. 

Software Implementation 

Overview 

The overall design of our software architecture has been driven by our choice and thus 

limitations of hardware, as well as by the software skills of our team members.  

On board the robot, we have written code in the Arduino language using the Arduino integrated 

development environment (IDE). The Arduino code is compiled by the IDE to C. The AVR-

GCC compiler then compiles the C code to a HEX. This HEX file is then loaded onto the 

Arduino board. Arduino was chosen because it has wide community support for both the 

hardware and software and doesn’t require knowledge of a low level language such as C or C++. 

The remote control unit is powered by software written in Python 2.7. Python was chosen 

because of its scripting and object-oriented design capabilities, widely available modules, and 

easy to write nature. Using Python made it easy to write a driver module and test it by faking 

incoming serial data from a file. In addition, Python made it easy to load a CSV file of tag IDs 

and a JSON file of relative tag locations.  

The two pieces of software onboard the robot and remote control unit interact with each other to 

dictate the flow control and state transitions of each program. Below is a high level diagram of 

the software architecture. 
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Figure 12 - A high level software block diagram of the major software modules for this 

final project. 

pyDriver 

pyDriver is the main Python object that is responsible for listening to incoming serial data from 

the pySerial module and responding by writing commands, if necessary, back out to pySerial. 

Below is a state diagram of the module. 
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Figure 13 - The state diagram for the pyDriver software. This software was in the remote 

subsystem and dictated which drive mode the robot system was functioning in. 

pyDriver has 3 different states manual control, automatic control, and user control.  

Data Sources 

The use of a remote controller was partially chosen to allow for extensible, reprogrammable 

RFID tag definitions. Tag metadata was stored in two files on the remote controller. One file, a 

simple comma separated value (CSV) file contained a dictionary that mapped a tag’s node name 

with it ‘s RFID code. Another, a javascript object notation (JSON) file, contained a dictionary of 

instruction sets that would help in navigation from one tag to another. These standard file 

formats were used so that existing Python modules could be used to parse and load them. Below 

are snippets of each of those files: 

 

Figure 14 – A screenshot of the JSON file that specifies pathway mapping of the RFID tags. 
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Figure 15 – A screenshot of the CSV file that specifies the code of each RFID tag in the 

maze structure used in project testing. 

Automatic Mode 

In automatic control, pyDriver is simply listening to the incoming serial data, recording the 

robot’s movements, and waiting for a “need help” flag to be sent by the robot. This happens 

when the robot is either at a tag waiting for further instructions or at an obstacle. Automatic 

mode may also timeout, in which case pyDriver transitions to user control mode. The reason for 

this was to avoid complete unresponsiveness if for some reason the robot is waiting for 

instructions but the remote controller did not receive the “need help” flag.  In normal operation, 

automatic mode is exited when the “need help” flag is received, indicating the robot is awaiting 

instructions. At this point, pyDriver enters manual mode to issue direct, low level commands to 

the robot to help it on its way to the next RFID tag. 

Manual Mode 

Manual mode is used to orient and guide the robot before sending it back into its automatic 

driving state. This is used so that the remote control unit may consult local data sources 

containing the meaning and location of the RFID tag that the robot is currently located at. The 

reason for this architecture was for extensibility. The meanings of each RFID tag may be 

reprogrammed and extended without recommisioning the robot. This would allow for pathways 

to be easily reconfigured, potentially in real-time as new information is received from the robot. 

In normal operation, after consulting local data sources, manual mode reorients the robot and 

sends it back into automatic driving mode pyDriver then transitions back into automatic mode. 

Since manual mode also needs to handle the case where the robot is impeded by an obstacle, 

manual mode is designed so that different algorithms to return the robot to a known tag can be 

plugged in. One such algorithm we intended to develop was a backtracking algorithm. Since 

automatic mode collects motor control data sent back from the robot, this is thought to be a 

relatively easy extension. 

User Mode 

User mode was developed to allow for a human operator to manually handle failure cases and 

return the robot and remote controller to a healthy state. Using the command line interface that 
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has been developed, the user may issue any one of the commands that the robot understands. The 

user can also manually trigger a state transition back into automatic or manual mode. This is to 

allow the user to pass control back over to pyDriver when the robot appears to be back in a 

healthy state.  

Arduino Driver 

The Arduino Driver is a single Arduino file that contains both low-level functions and high-level 

flow control loops. The low-level utility functions are used to perform tasks such as sending 

PWM commands to each motor, pinging the ultrasonic sensors, pinging the RFID reader and 

send and receive data over the serial port. Control loops are used to define each possible state of 

the robot. Below is a state diagram of the robot: 
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Read until 
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Read

Send 
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Wait Read

Drive
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Timeout
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Figure 16 – A state diagram for the Arduino program of the robot subsystem. 

Wait Loop 

The wait loop is the default state of the robot. It is used to constantly listen for incoming 

commands over the serial port. The wait state of the robot is used in conjunction with the manual 

and user modes of the remote controller. The robot will only exit the wait loop and transition to 

another state when commanded to do so by the remote controller. 

Read Loop 

The read loop is a loop used to attempt a read of a nearby RFID tag.  This state is entered when 

the robot detects a RFID tag in an attempt to acquire its location and pass that information on to 

the remote control unit. In testing, we noticed that the robot would not be able to stop directly 

over the RFID tag when it detects it. As a result, we built a utility function that allows the bot to 

move back and forth in a damped-oscillation pattern in an attempt to zero-in on the RFID tag that 

was detected. The read loop may also timeout and return to the wait state. 
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Driving Loop 

The driving state is a fully autonomous state that attempts to navigate the robot in a straight line 

towards the next RFID tag. The autonomous navigation is capable of sensing walls on the left 

and right and will attempt to steer away from walls when the robot gets too close. It also can 

sense an obstacle directly in front of it, in which case it will stop, enter the wait loop, and wait 

for instructions from the remote controller. In normal operation, the driving state would be exited 

upon detecting an RFID tag. This event causes a transition to the read loop where the robot 

attempts to locate itself, transmit data to the remote controller, and enter the wait loop. 

Obstacle Avoidance Loop 

The obstacle avoidance state is entered from the wait state when commanded to do so by the 

remote controller. It is a simple state that turns either left or right, depending on instructions, 

until the front-facing distance is maximized. This is a heuristic used to avoid an obstacle, and 

orient the robot in a direction that allows it to move freely. Upon successfully executing this 

maneuver, the robot will re-enter driving mode in search of the next RFID tag. 

TEST PLAN 

The overall testing procedure was to isolate and test individual components on both the robot and 

on the remote controller. This unfortunately made us vulnerable to system failures that resulted 

from integration testing. For example, testing over USB serial failed to identify both hardware 

and software problems that arose when switching to the XBee radio serial interface. Because the 

robot was previously implanted in a group member’s capstone project, little hardware testing 

needed to be done. All hardware was COTS and commonly used in projects of the Arduino 

community. The software testing tested the wiring of the robot subsystem indirectly, because 

without correctly integrated hardware, the software would not be able to be successfully tested. 

Testing Arduino Driver 

The low-level utility functions were tested by manual verification of the performed task. For 

example, the movement functions were tested by issuing commands and verifying that turnright( 

) would cause the bot to turn right and so on. When the remote controller was built, we were able 

to automate some of this testing by running Python test scripts that would issue commands over 

the USB serial port while we visually verified that the robot behaved as expected. Below is a 

code snippet of Python test code that simply drove the robot backwards and forwards based on 

data coming from the front-facing ultrasonic sensor: 
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Figure 17 – A screenshot of the python code used to test pyDriver, the remote software. 

The various utility functions of pyDriver were tested using unit tests that set up and executed 

simple test cases. No formal unit test framework was used. Below is a snippet of test code used 

to verify that changes to pyDriver did not break existing functionality: 

 

Figure 18 – Test python code used to verify altered functionality of the pyDriver code 

maintained functionality. 
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As shown in the software architecture diagram, we were able to test the utility functions and flow 

control of pyDriver without using the robot by using the tag metadata stored locally as well as 

fake serial data read in from a file. This was a huge advantage of using Python where duck 

typing allowed us to toggle pyDriver to interface with either the real pySerial class or our built 

FakeSerial class which pointed to a file containing faked serial data. When the robot was 

successfully running, we were also able to paste that serial output into a file and re-run pyDriver 

against that data to diagnose and debug integration issues. Below are snippets of both fake and 

real serial data stored in a text file and used for testing purposes: 

 

Figure 19 – A screenshot of the imulated RFID reader data file used to test the software 

without the robot hardware powered on and running. 
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Figure 20 - A screenshot of actual serial data from the RFID reader during a system test as 

shown in the python command terminal. 

System Tests 

When both modules were verified to be working independently, the two subsystems were 

connected via a USB serial cable to verify that both pieces of software successfully interacted 

with each other, triggered necessary state transitions, and ultimately achieved the objective of 

navigating the robot from one tag to another. For system test, a simple straight corridor was used 

with a singular RFID tag. The more complicated system tests involved multiple RFID tags 

(lettered A through F) and numerous turns as well as obstacles. The three mazes created for this 

project are shown in the following three figures.  
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Figure 21 – A Microsoft Visio diagram of the maze used for the test case and system test at 

the beginning of integration. 
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Figure 22 – A Microsoft Visio diagram of the second test case for system tests; this maze 

has basic functionality incorporated. 
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Figure 23 – A Microsoft Visio diagram of the most complicated test case designed for the 

final project. This test case includes obstacle avoidance, autonomous behavior, and course 

correction as the robot moves from its starting RFID tag to its ending RFID tag. 

The first maze was used for testing; the second maze was the basic functionality case where the 

robot would move between RFID tags to move from a starting RFID tag to an ending RFID tag, 

course correcting as it moved. The third maze incorporated the functionality of the second maze, 

but with the added inhibition of obstacles in front of the robot in different pathways. 

PRESENTATION, DISCUSSION, AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

The goal of the final implementation of this project was a small proof of concept demo of a robot 

that is capable of following a commanded RFID path. The environment for testing of the robot 

was a maze that was built for the project; it had four wood walls and two large boxes in the 

middle of the maze. This created turns and straightaways for the robot to travel through. At the 

time of the demo, unfortunately, this system was only partially implemented. The maze that was 

demonstrated during the last course was a combination between the second and third test cases, 

but the behavior expected from either of the mazes was not fully realized.  

The user interface system was completed; the remote computer subsystem successfully 

connected to the robot subsystem and there was successful communication wirelessly between 

the two subsystems. A python terminal command window successfully displayed data received 

from the robot subsystem such that the operator could watch the commands the robot was giving 

itself as it moved through the maze toward its final destination. Additionally, the operator could 

see which RFID tag the robot successfully read in.  

Manual control of the robot subsystem from the remote subsystem was also successful. This 

manual control was accomplished through both the use of a USB cable between the computer 
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and the robot as well as the XBee receiver/transmitters. Keyboard control using the “a,” “s,” “d,” 

“w,” “m,” and “p” was successful. The “a” key commanded the robot to turn left by 45°, the “s” 

key commanded the robot to move in the reverse direction, the “d” key commanded the robot to 

turn right by 45°, the “w” key commanded the robot to move forward, and the “m” and “p” keys 

successfully commanded the ping of the ultrasonic sensors and the ping of the RFID reader, 

respectively. Without direct human control in the automatic mode, the robot successfully could 

accomplish these movement commands and tasks as well. The movement of the robot at the 

basic level operated as expected. By being able to control the robot manually and view the data 

being received from the robot, the system also had an efficient and effective debugging tool built 

in. This was leveraged heavily in the implementation of the robot subsystem and subsequent 

programming. 

Though the remote subsystem was largely successful and functional as designed, the robot 

autonomous control and RFID read functions only had partial functionality. When given a 

manual command, the robot responded as expected and moved in the commanded direction. 

Additionally, when the robot was given a query command for either the RFID reader or the 

ultrasonic sensors, the data was reported back as expected or the robot correctly course corrected. 

Course correction was a function intended for the more advanced implementation of the system 

that was fully implemented and fully functional; when the robot encountered a wall, it stopped, 

calculated the direction it should go to get the maximum space in front of it (thus causing it to go 

straight again), and moved in that direction. This occurred with both the USB connection and the 

XBee connection.  

When in the autonomous mode, the robot had difficulty reading the RFID tag on the ground and 

moving to the next tag. It would often get the direction to the next RFID tag in the known 

pathway correct, but when it arrived at the next tag, it did not read the tag and kept moving. This 

occurred with both the USB connection and the XBee connection. It was determined that the 

RFID reader in conjunction with the other sensors on the robot were pulling down the voltage 

enough to inhibit the RFID reader from reading in the tags. To fix this problem, a 5 VDC 

external battery pack was added to the 5 VDC supply of the Arduino. While this helped initially, 

the read was only successful when the maximum amount of voltage and current were available in 

the robot hardware. This only occurred when new batteries were inserted into the two battery 

packs controlling the Arduino and the two motors of the robot. This also turned out to be a very 

limiting constraint of the system and inhibited full implementation of the original design.  

While the robot system had an Arduino program that had movement, RFID read, and distance 

calculation using the ultrasonic sensor, if the system did work as expected, it did not do so 

consistently. The system’s RFID reader unreliability produced a fragile system that was 

inconsistent and dysfunctional. The power system in the robot subsystem was one of the largest 

errors encountered in this project. Without enough power, the RFID reader was throttled and 

could not work properly; the range of the RFID reader was greatly reduced with reduced supply 

voltage. When reading for tags as the robot moved, it could not read a RFID tag until it was 

directly over the tag. Unfortunately, due to the required time needed to successfully read a RFID 

tag, the robot moved on before it could read the tag in completely and the tag was missed.  
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Overall, the implementation for the remote subsystem was successful and the robot subsystem 

was moderately successful, although the functionality of the original design was not achieved. 

Additionally, much of the software for this project was successfully implemented. The Arduino 

robot controller and the python operator interface and controller code cooperated relatively well. 

The robot could move well between the RFID tags (and in a commanded pathway along those 

RFID tags) on a table top (both with XBee communication and USB serial communication). This 

could be because the spacing was reduced on the table top, and with the reduced voltage to the 

RFID reader, the shorter distance was necessary for a successful RFID read. Software that 

controlled the robot’s course correction and obstacle avoidance was also successfully 

implemented; when the robot encountered an obstacle (e.g. a hand or a wall of the maze), the 

robot stopped and calculated its next move, moving away from the wall and back into a straight 

path of travel. Movement commands were also functional and the robot could move in the 

directions specified in the original design of the system.  

For the robot subsystem, the original design functionality was not fully realized. While the 

robot’s programming had proper movement under manual command, the movement in 

autonomous mode was not always consistent. Advanced features that were implemented fully 

were obstacle avoidance and self-correcting while moving. These were intended to be 

implemented in the most complex test case designed for the system (Maze 3). The most 

dysfunctional operation of the robot subsystem resulted from the RFID reader and the use of the 

serial ports on the Arduino; the system was often bogged down by the RFID reader and 

disallowed the other sensors requiring serial communication to communicate with the Arduino 

consistently. This inhibited the full implementation of the autonomous following of the RFID 

pathways, and to some extent, the RFID following capability when connected to the remote 

subsystem via a USB cable. 

ANALYSIS OF ERRORS 

 Selection of robot hardware 

 Use of Arduino Uno instead of another microcontroller (e.g. Raspberry Pi or PSOC) 

 Use of a single microcontroller instead of a system of multiple microcontrollers 

There were a number of errors that were encountered during the implementation of this 

autonomous robotics project. The errors that were inhibitions to implementing full functionality 

of the system are included in the next section, as well as the resolution the group believes could 

have fixed the errors seen.  

The largest number of errors in the project were related to the power system of the robot. All of 

the sensors and the RFID reader were connected to the Arduino Uno’s 5 VDC supply line. Each 

of the sensors has a current draw, even when in an idle state. For example, the current draw of 

the RFID reader on the system is 80 mA when actively reading, as does the XBee module when 

sending data. Each of the ultrasonic sensors drew 30 to 35 mA. The motors also drew tens of 

milliamps when the robot was moving. Due to the drain of the system on the power system of the 

robot, the voltage that these sensors and the RFID reader were supplied with was less than 5 
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VDC. The RFID reader range decreases if it does not have a high enough supply current. This 

leads to reduced ability to read RFID tags and a higher miss rate of RFID tags. This error is 

suspected to be true because the system worked well with fresh batteries. First found when the 

XBee modules were integrated, an external battery was added to the system to add more 5 VDC 

voltage and current.  

The use of a single microcontroller limited the number of serial inputs that the system could 

have. Additionally, it forced all of the components powered from the Arduino to be on the 

singular 5 VDC supply line. Using a second microcontroller, or a more powerful microcontroller, 

would have provided more flexibility in powering sensors, reading their input into the control 

system, and keeping the robot segmented into subsystems. With more processing power and 

capability, the implementation would not have been limited due to serial communication 

limitations and power system limitations. 

Errors in the hardware choice and limitations due to the hardware choice limited the 

implementation of this project severely. Due to the issues encountered within the hardware, 

software had to be altered to account for inconsistencies in the hardware of the robot. This led to 

partially inefficient code and unreliability in the system; one run of system test would run, while 

a subsequent run would not run due to the RFID reader not reading the RFID tags. In the next 

section, these errors are discussed further, as well as discussion about why these errors occurred 

and what could have been done to resolve errors before the end of the project.  

DISFUNCTIONALITIES AND ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS 

Problems encountered while working on the project. If the project did not work or only worked partially, 

provide an analysis of why and identify the root cause of any problems. 

 XBee, Arduino & Power 

 Orientation of RFID reader tags (need to add more for reliable movement) 

 Random string content from RFID tags 

 Timing & Delay in RFID reader 

 Unreliability in the RFID reader (e.g. power) 

 Interference with other sensors 

RFID reader issues 

The selected RFID reader connected directly to the robot’s main microcontroller proved to be a 

troublesome choice. The RFID reader required a great deal of resources in terms of computation, 

communication over the serial bus, and power in order for it to reliably read the data on a given 

RFID tag. In terms of power, the performance and range of the reader proved to be extremely 

sensitive to the provided voltage that was being shared with the other on-board sensors as well as 

the microcontroller itself. This lead to many mysterious cases of lost RFID reading functionality 

that would suddenly be restored when fresh batteries were used. As for computation, the RFID 

reader would blast RF energy downwards and look for data being sent back. This data would 

then be stored in a buffer internal to the RFID reader’s chip waiting to be read. Because we did 

not have direct access to this buffer, the only way to flush it was to read all of the available data. 
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In addition, if we enabled the RFID reader for too long without reading available data, the buffer 

would overflow causing garbage data to be read in. Overall, this tied up the serial bus. These 

limitations ultimately lead us to dedicate a robot state to reading a nearby RFID tag. As for 

detecting nearby tags, we decided to enable the RFID reader in bursts and simply check to see if 

the RFID reader’s buffer had data available for the Uno microcontroller to read. This did not 

completely solve the problem as we still saw cases where the robot would fail to detect an RFID 

tag as it moved past it as well as cases where the robot failed to read an RFID tag when directly 

over it. A more appropriate solution would have been to build our own RFID reader such that the 

range, power consumption, and buffer of the reader could be controlled. Another solution would 

be to dedicate a microcontroller and power source to the off-the-shelf RFID reader that was used. 

This microcontroller could then manage the use of resources and interrupt the robot’s main 

controller when needed, pass small amounts of data, and generally keep the main controller free 

to perform other tasks and consume data from other sources. 

Microcontroller selection issues 

The selection of a single microcontroller also proved to be problematic as several peripheral 

devices competed for computation, power and communication resources simultaneously. This 

problem surfaced mainly during system integration testing after individual components were 

successfully tested but the system as a whole mysteriously failed. The first instance of such a 

failure occurred when testing movement commands over the xBee serial interface. Another 

instance of such a problem occurred when we noticed that performance of the RFID reader 

degraded across successive system tests. After more tests, we also noticed that this performance 

degradation occurred when the RFID tags were placed further apart. We noticed that the voltage 

regulator was getting very warm as the motors ran, causing significant issues for the onboard 

sensors. One solution would have been to break up the modules of the robot into several 

coordinating microprocessors. For example, one microprocessor could have been dedicated to 

issuing commands to the motors while another stored and processed data from the array of 

sensors on board the robot. Using this architecture, a master microcontroller could handle 

incoming and outgoing serial communication with the remote controller while also coordinating 

the two slave microcontrollers. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

Overall, this project was a learning experience. It was not only a learning experience in how to 

resolve errors seen during project implementation, but it was also a learning experience about 

how difficult implementing autonomous systems can be. The scope of the original project was 

most likely too ambitious for a four to six week project. Additionally, steps should have been 

taken to develop drop dead dates and use different hardware if need be. Though there were 

hardware issues in the implementation and the original implementation was not realized, the 

project was still fairly successful, as the remote subsystem functioned as expected. With more 

time, different hardware would have been used and the software further developed.  
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A - Group Contributions 

The contribution of the group members is as follows: 

Adam – Integrated the COTS robot hardware, verified individual hardware component functionality, and 

supported integration testing through assisting with the development of software algorithms. 

 

Anil – Presentation research, presentation development, code development for the remote subsystem 

and robot subsystem, troubleshooting of the project code, and development of the final report for the 

project. 

 

Chelsea – Presentation research, presentation development, assistance with troubleshooting of the 

project code, and development of the final report for the project. 

 

The group verifies this to be accurate with the application of our signatures. 

 

 

______________________________________    

Adam Iseman  

 

 

_______________________________________ 

Anil Ganti 

 

 

 

______________________________________ 

Chelsea Olson 
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Appendix B – Software Code 

Arduino Code 

/ Motor related globals 

int diraPin = 7;  

int dirbPin = 8; //These two have to be opposite digital values to spin the motor if they are both 
HIGH or both LOW then the motor is actually braked 

int enablePin = 6; //This pin sets the speed of the motor and needs to be a PWM pin. 

int dira2Pin = 12;  

int dirb2Pin = 5; 

int enable2Pin = 9; // These are used in the same way to drive the second motor.  

int val = 200; // Variable used to set the speed of the motors. 

 

// Ultrasonic related globals 

long leftPing; 

long rightPing; 

long centerPing; 

int fdiffthresh = 10; 

int lrdiffthresh = 7; 

char avoidDirection = 'r'; 

 

// Tag values hard coded! 

String TagA = "38006F4B17"; 

String TagAp = "870052EBDD"; 

String TagB = "38006F4C87"; 

String TagBp = "8700530F7B"; 

String TagC = "8700555C47"; 

String TagCp = "8700532481"; 

String TagD = "870052E480"; 

String TagDp = "87005538C7"; 

String TagE = "8700538736"; 

String TagEp = "8700532E87"; 

String TagF = "87006B2A08"; 
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String TagFp = "870053045F"; 

 

// RFID related globals 

int rfidEnable = 10; 

#define rfidRx 11 

#define rfidTx 13 

boolean rfidPing; 

int rfidDelay = 2; 

int rfidTries = 5; 

String rfidValue = ""; 

int  rfidVal = 0;  

char code[10];  

int bytesread = 0; 

SoftwareSerial RFID = SoftwareSerial(rfidRx, rfidTx); 

 

// Flags to dictate flow control 

int driveDuration; 

int command;  

int duration; 

int needHelp = 0; 

boolean enterObstacle = false; 

boolean enterDrive = false; 

boolean enterRead = false; 

boolean enterWait = true; 

 

// Flags to toggle certain behaviors 

boolean enableRfid = true;  // Ping the RFID reader or not 

boolean enableSonar = true; 

boolean sendData = true; 

boolean debug = false; 
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void setup() { 

  Serial.begin(9600); 

  pinMode(diraPin, OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(dirbPin, OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(enablePin, OUTPUT);  

  pinMode(dira2Pin, OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(dirb2Pin, OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(enable2Pin, OUTPUT); // Declares all of the pins as outputs. 

  pinMode(rfidEnable, OUTPUT); 

  RFID.begin(2400); 

  if (debug) { 

    Serial.println("Setup complete");  

  } 

  ReadSensors(); 

} 

 

void loop() { 

  if (enterDrive) { 

    drivingLoop(); 

  } 

  if (enterObstacle) { 

    obstacleAvoidLoop(); 

  } 

  if (enterRead) { 

    readLoop(); 

  } 

  if (enterWait) { 

    waitLoop(); 

  } 

} 
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void waitLoop() { 

  if (debug) { 

    Serial.println("Entering wait for instructions"); 

  } 

  needHelp = 1; 

  SendData(); 

  do { 

    if (Serial.available() >= 2) { 

      command = Serial.read(); 

      duration = Serial.read() - 48;  // 48 is the start of the numerical chars 0-9 

      if (duration > 9) { 

        duration = 0;  

      } 

      if (debug) { 

        Serial.print("Received command of "); 

        Serial.print(command); 

      } 

      if (command == 'w'){         

        for(int i = 0; i < duration; i++) {    

          forward(); 

          delay(300); 

          stop(); 

        } 

      } 

   

      if (command == 's'){ 

        for(int i = 0; i < duration; i++) {    

          backward(); 

          delay(300); 

          stop(); 

        } 
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      } 

   

      if (command == 'a'){ 

        for(int i = 0; i < duration; i++) {    

          turnleft(); 

          delay(300); 

          stop(); 

        } 

      } 

   

      if (command == 'd'){ 

        for(int i = 0; i < duration; i++) {    

          turnright(); 

          delay(300); 

          stop(); 

        } 

      } 

   

      if(command =='j'){ 

        leftPing = pingSonarLeft(); 

      } 

   

      if(command =='k'){ 

        centerPing = pingSonarCenter(); 

      } 

   

      if(command =='l'){ 

        rightPing = pingSonarRight(); 

      } 

   

      if(command == 'm'){ 
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        ReadSensors(); 

        SendData(); 

      } 

       

      if(command == 'p') { 

        rfidPing = pingRfid();  

      } 

       

      if(command == 'r') { 

        enterRead = true; 

        break;  

      } 

       

      if (command == 'x') { 

        stop();  

      } 

       

      if (command == 'D') { 

        driveDuration = 5 * duration; 

        enterDrive = true; 

        break;  

      } 

       

      if (command == 'L') { 

        avoidDirection = 'l'; 

        enterObstacle = true; 

        break;  

      } 

       

      if (command == 'R') { 

        avoidDirection = 'r'; 
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        enterObstacle = true; 

        break;  

      } 

    } 

  } 

  while (true);  

} 

 

void obstacleAvoidLoop() { 

  if (debug) { 

    Serial.println("Entering obstacle avoid"); 

  } 

  enterObstacle = false; 

  do { 

    if (avoidDirection == 'r') { 

      turnright(); 

    } 

    else { 

      turnleft(); 

    } 

     

    delay(300); 

    stop(); 

    long oldDist = centerPing; 

    ReadSensors(); 

    if(oldDist > centerPing) { 

      enterDrive = true; 

      break;  

    }     

  } 

  while (true); 
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} 

 

void readLoop() { 

  if (debug) { 

    Serial.println("Entering RFID read loop"); 

  } 

  enterRead = false; 

  flushRfid(); 

  rfidValue = ""; 

  rfidTries = 5; 

  digitalWrite(rfidEnable, LOW); 

  int i = 1; 

  do { 

    readRfid(); 

    boolean atTag =  

      rfidValue.substring(0,9).equals(TagA.substring(0,9)) || 

      rfidValue.substring(0,9).equals(TagAp.substring(0,9)) || 

      rfidValue.substring(0,9).equals(TagB.substring(0,9)) || 

      rfidValue.substring(0,9).equals(TagBp.substring(0,9)) || 

      rfidValue.substring(0,9).equals(TagC.substring(0,9)) || 

      rfidValue.substring(0,9).equals(TagCp.substring(0,9)) || 

      rfidValue.substring(0,9).equals(TagD.substring(0,9)) || 

      rfidValue.substring(0,9).equals(TagDp.substring(0,9)) || 

      rfidValue.substring(0,9).equals(TagE.substring(0,9)) || 

      rfidValue.substring(0,9).equals(TagEp.substring(0,9)) || 

      rfidValue.substring(0,9).equals(TagF.substring(0,9)) || 

      rfidValue.substring(0,9).equals(TagFp.substring(0,9));       

       

    if (atTag) { 

      rfidDelay = 2; 

      break; 
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    } 

    if (rfidTries <= 0) { 

      break; 

    } 

    if (i > 5000) { 

      jiggle(); 

      i = 0; 

    }  

    i++; 

  } while(true); 

  if (debug) { 

    Serial.println(rfidValue); 

    Serial.print("Number of tries: "); 

    Serial.println(i); 

  } 

   

  flushRfid(); 

  enterWait = true;  

} 

 

void drivingLoop() { 

  if (debug) { 

    Serial.println("Entering driving forward"); 

  } 

  enterDrive = false; 

  needHelp = 0; 

  rfidValue = ""; 

  // Hackishly clear the old data! 

  pingRfid(); 

  do { 

       ReadSensors(); 
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      if (debug) { 

        Serial.print("rfidDelay value is: "); 

        Serial.print(rfidDelay); 

      } 

      if (rfidDelay < 0 && pingRfid()) { 

        // Enter wait for instructions mode 

        stop(); 

        enterRead = true; 

        rfidPing = false; 

        break;  

      } 

       

      // Impending obstacle? 

      if (centerPing < fdiffthresh) {  

        stop();  

        // Enter obstacle mode 

        enterWait = true; 

        break; 

      } 

           

      // Course correct left and right. 

      if (leftPing < lrdiffthresh) { CourseCorrect('l', leftPing); } 

      if (rightPing < lrdiffthresh) { CourseCorrect('r', rightPing); } 

      

      // Drive forward 

      forward(); 

      delay(300); 

      stop(); 

      

      if (sendData) { 

        SendData(); 
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      } 

      if (driveDuration < 0) { 

        enterWait = true; 

        break;  

      } 

      driveDuration--; 

      rfidDelay--;   

  } 

 while (true); 

} 

 

void CourseCorrect(char dir, int distance) 

{ 

  if (dir == 'r') { 

    turnleft(); 

    delay(100); 

  } 

  else if(dir == 'l') { 

    turnright(); 

    delay(100); 

  } 

  stop(); 

} 

 

void SendData() { 

  String outData = ""; 

  outData += leftPing; 

  outData += ","; 

  outData += centerPing; 

  outData += ","; 

  outData += rightPing; 
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  outData += ","; 

  outData += rfidValue.substring(0,10); 

  outData += ","; 

  outData += "0,0,0,0,"; 

  outData += needHelp; 

  if (leftPing != 0 && centerPing != 0 && rightPing != 0) { 

    Serial.println(outData); 

  } 

} 

 

void ReadSensors() { 

    if (enableSonar) { 

      long cp = pingSonarCenter(); 

      long lp = pingSonarLeft(); 

      long rp = pingSonarRight(); 

       

      if (cp != 0) { 

        centerPing = cp;  

      } 

      if (lp != 0) { 

        leftPing = lp;  

      } 

      if (rp != 0) { 

        rightPing = rp;  

      } 

    } 

} 

 

void jiggle() { 

  if (debug) { 

    Serial.print("RFID read timeout: "); 
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    Serial.print(rfidTries); 

    Serial.print(" tries remaining");  

  } 

  if (rfidTries % 2 == 1) { 

    backward();  

  } 

  else { 

    forward();  

  } 

  rfidTries--; 

  delay(200*rfidTries); 

  stop(); 

} 

 

void backward() { 

  //Spin motor 1 backward for one second 

  analogWrite(enablePin, val); // Set the speed of the motors with PWM 

  digitalWrite(diraPin, LOW); 

  digitalWrite(dirbPin, HIGH); 

 

  //spin motor 2 backward for one second 

  analogWrite(enable2Pin, val); 

  digitalWrite(dira2Pin, HIGH); 

  digitalWrite(dirb2Pin, LOW); 

 

} 

 

void forward(){ 

  analogWrite(enablePin, val); 

  analogWrite(enable2Pin, val); 

  //spin motor 1 forward for one second 
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  digitalWrite(diraPin, HIGH); 

  digitalWrite(dirbPin, LOW); 

 

  //spin motor 2 forward for one second 

  digitalWrite(dira2Pin, LOW); 

  digitalWrite(dirb2Pin, HIGH); 

} 

 

void turnright(){ 

  analogWrite(enablePin, val); 

  analogWrite(enable2Pin, val); 

  digitalWrite(diraPin, HIGH); 

  digitalWrite(dirbPin, LOW); 

 

  //spin motor 2 forward for one second 

  digitalWrite(dira2Pin, HIGH); 

  digitalWrite(dirb2Pin, LOW); 

 

} 

 

void turnleft(){ 

  analogWrite(enablePin, val); 

  analogWrite(enable2Pin, val); 

  digitalWrite(diraPin, LOW); 

  digitalWrite(dirbPin, HIGH); 

 

  //spin motor 2 forward for one second 

  digitalWrite(dira2Pin, LOW); 

  digitalWrite(dirb2Pin, HIGH); 

} 
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void stop() { 

  analogWrite(enablePin, 0); 

  analogWrite(enable2Pin, 0); 

} 

 

long pingSonarLeft(){ 

  long duration, inches, cm; 

 

  // The PING))) is triggered by a HIGH pulse of 2 or more microseconds. 

  // Give a short LOW pulse beforehand to ensure a clean HIGH pulse: 

  pinMode(A3, OUTPUT); 

  digitalWrite(A3, LOW); 

  delayMicroseconds(2); 

  digitalWrite(A3, HIGH); 

  delayMicroseconds(5); 

  digitalWrite(A3, LOW); 

 

  // The same pin is used to read the signal from the PING))): a HIGH 

  // pulse whose duration is the time (in microseconds) from the sending 

  // of the ping to the reception of its echo off of an object. 

  pinMode(A3, INPUT); 

  duration = pulseIn(A3, HIGH); 

 

  // convert the time into a distance 

  inches = microsecondsToInches(duration); 

  cm = microsecondsToCentimeters(duration); 

 

  return cm;  

 

  delay(100); 

} 
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long pingSonarCenter(){ 

  long duration, inches, cm; 

 

  // The PING))) is triggered by a HIGH pulse of 2 or more microseconds. 

  // Give a short LOW pulse beforehand to ensure a clean HIGH pulse: 

  pinMode(A4, OUTPUT); 

  digitalWrite(A4, LOW); 

  delayMicroseconds(2); 

  digitalWrite(A4, HIGH); 

  delayMicroseconds(5); 

  digitalWrite(A4, LOW); 

 

  // The same pin is used to read the signal from the PING))): a HIGH 

  // pulse whose duration is the time (in microseconds) from the sending 

  // of the ping to the reception of its echo off of an object. 

  pinMode(A4, INPUT); 

  duration = pulseIn(A4, HIGH); 

 

  // convert the time into a distance 

  inches = microsecondsToInches(duration); 

  cm = microsecondsToCentimeters(duration); 

 

  return cm;  

 

  delay(100); 

} 

 

long pingSonarRight(){ 

  long duration, inches, cm; 
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  // The PING))) is triggered by a HIGH pulse of 2 or more microseconds. 

  // Give a short LOW pulse beforehand to ensure a clean HIGH pulse: 

  pinMode(A5, OUTPUT); 

  digitalWrite(A5, LOW); 

  delayMicroseconds(2); 

  digitalWrite(A5, HIGH); 

  delayMicroseconds(5); 

  digitalWrite(A5, LOW); 

 

  // The same pin is used to read the signal from the PING))): a HIGH 

  // pulse whose duration is the time (in microseconds) from the sending 

  // of the ping to the reception of its echo off of an object. 

  pinMode(A5, INPUT); 

  duration = pulseIn(A5, HIGH); 

 

  // convert the time into a distance 

  inches = microsecondsToInches(duration); 

  cm = microsecondsToCentimeters(duration); 

 

  return cm;  

 

  delay(100); 

} 

 

void readRfid() { 

  if ((rfidVal = RFID.read()) == 10) { 

    while(bytesread<10) 

    {  // read 10 digit code  

      rfidVal = RFID.read(); 

      if((rfidVal == 10)||(rfidVal == 13)) 

      {  // if header or stop bytes before the 10 digit reading  
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        break;                       // stop reading  

      }  

      code[bytesread] = rfidVal;         // add the digit            

      bytesread++;                   // ready to read next digit   

    } 

    if (bytesread == 10) { 

      if (debug) { 

        Serial.print("TAG code is: ");   // possibly a good TAG  

        Serial.println(code);            // print the TAG code 

      } 

      rfidValue = code; 

    } 

    else { 

      if (debug) { 

        Serial.print("No tag found"); 

        Serial.println(); 

      } 

    } 

    bytesread = 0; 

    delay(500); 

  } 

} 

 

boolean pingRfid() {  

   boolean retVal = RFID.available() > 0; 

   if (retVal) { 

     if (debug) { 

       Serial.print("found something for rfid "); 

       Serial.println(rfidVal); 

     } 

   } 
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   flushRfid(); 

   return retVal; 

} 

 

void flushRfid() { 

  if (debug) { 

    Serial.println("flushing RFID serial");  

  } 

  do { 

    int readVal = RFID.read(); 

    if (debug) { 

      Serial.print(readVal); 

    } 

  } while(RFID.available() > 0); 

} 

 

long microsecondsToInches(long microseconds) 

{ 

  // According to Parallax's datasheet for the PING))), there are 

  // 73.746 microseconds per inch (i.e. sound travels at 1130 feet per 

  // second).  This gives the distance travelled by the ping, outbound 

  // and return, so we divide by 2 to get the distance of the obstacle. 

  // See: http://www.parallax.com/dl/docs/prod/acc/28015-PING-v1.3.pdf 

  return microseconds / 74 / 2; 

} 

 

long microsecondsToCentimeters(long microseconds) 

{ 

  // The speed of sound is 340 m/s or 29 microseconds per centimeter. 

  // The ping travels out and back, so to find the distance of the 

  // object we take half of the distance travelled. 
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  return microseconds / 29 / 2; 

} 

pyDriver Class 

import serial 

import time 

import csv 

import pandas as pd 

import json 

import re 

import random 

 

debug = True 

test = False 

 

frontThreshold = 10 

rightAngleTurns = 4 

 

# Dictionary of manual drive commands 

cmd = { 

  'Right': 'd', 

  'Left': 'a', 

  'Forward': 'w', 

  'Backward': 's', 

  'Stop': 'x', 

  'ReadAll': 'm', 

  'AvoidRight': 'R', 

  'AvoidLeft': 'L', 

  'DriveToTag': 'D', 

  'Read': 'r' 

 } 

 

flowCommands = ["Auto","Manual", "Exit", "ReadSerial"] 
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# Positions of serial data coming from robot 

pingLeft, pingCenter, pingRight, pingRfid = 0, 1, 2, 3 

turnedLeft, turnedRight = 4, 5 

correctedLeft, correctedRight = 6, 7 

needManual = 8 

 

class Driver: 

 

 def __init__(self, serialConn = None): 

  self.connString = '/dev/tty.usbserial-DA00ST72' 

  self.ser = None 

  self.turns = [] 

  self.turnsArchive = [] 

  self.corrections = [] 

  self.serialHistory = [] 

  self.directControls = [] 

  self.tagMap = {} 

  self.tagIds = {} 

  self.tagNames = {} 

  self.enterManual, self.enterDirect, self.enterAuto = False, False, True 

  self.globalDestination = 'F' 

  self.prevTag = 'A' 

 

  if serialConn is not None: 

   self.connString = serialConn 

 

 def __del__(self): 

  del self.ser 

 

 ########## Initialization functions ############# 
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 def initSerial(self, baudRate=9600, timeOut = .1): 

  if test: 

   self.ser = FakeSerial() 

  else: 

   self.ser = serial.Serial(self.connString, baudRate, timeout=timeOut) 

   self.flushSerial() 

 def initTagIds(self, tagIdFile): 

  df = pd.read_csv(tagIdFile) 

  for index,row in df.iterrows(): 

   self.tagIds[row['Name']] = str(row['tagId']) 

   self.tagNames[str(row['tagId'])] = row['Name'] 

   if debug: 

    print "Added %s: %s to tag ids" % (row['Name'], row['tagId'],) 

   

 def initTagMap(self, tagMapFile): 

  # Map of instructions to get from one node to another 

  # These instructions assume the bot is oriented facing towards the right 

  # as it would appear on our maze 1 and 2 diagrams 

  with open(tagMapFile,'r') as mapFile: 

   self.tagMap = json.load(mapFile) 

   if debug: 

    print self.tagMap 

 

 ########## State loops ################ 

 

 def startDrive(self): 

  thereYet = 0 

  manualExit = 0 

  self.flushSerial() 

  self.readSerial() 
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  self.sendCommand(cmd['Read']) 

  while True: 

   if thereYet == 1: 

    break 

   if manualExit ==1: 

    break 

   if self.enterManual: 

    thereYet = self.manualDrive() 

   elif self.enterAuto: 

    self.autoDrive() 

   elif self.enterDirect: 

    manualExit = self.directDrive() 

  if thereYet == 1: 

   print "Arrived at final destination of %s" % (self.globalDestination) 

  else: 

   print "Failed to reach destination of %s" % (self.globalDestination) 

 

 def manualDrive(self): 

  if debug: 

   print "Entering manualDrive" 

  self.enterManual = False 

  manualTimeout = 100 

  self.sendCommand(cmd['Stop']) 

  while True: 

   #if manualTimeout < 0: 

   # enterDirect = True 

   # break 

   self.sendCommand(cmd['ReadAll']) 

   time.sleep(1) 

   # Read in-coming data 

   serialData = self.readSerial() 
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   # Not getting data back? Uh Oh 

   # TODO: What to do when first attempt at communication fails 

   if serialData is None: 

    if debug: 

     print "No serial data found" 

    manualTimeout -= 1 

    continue 

    

   location = self.getLocation(serialData) 

 

   #Are we at the global destination? 

   if location == self.globalDestination: 

    return 1 

 

   # TODO: come up with intelligent direct drive 

   # For now, go to manual direct drive 

   if location is None: 

    if debug: 

     print "Veered off course, user action required" 

    self.directControls = self.pickNewDirection() 

    #self.enterDirect = True 

    self.enterAuto = True 

   else: 

    if debug: 

     print "Updating prevTag to %s" % (location,) 

    self.prevTag = location 

 

   # Get ready to move on to the next tag 

   # Check if we did a ton of course corrections 

   if len(self.corrections) > 5: 
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    if debug: 

     print "Performing reorient" 

    self.performReorient() 

 

   # Turn the bot to face the right way 

   if debug: 

    print "Getting and performing turns" 

   directions = self.getTurnsNeeded() 

   self.performTurn(directions) 

   duration = self.getDriveDuration() 

   # Command the bot to drive forward 

   if debug: 

    print "Sending forward command with duration %s" % (duration,) 

    print "serial.write('%s%d')" % (cmd['DriveToTag'],duration) 

   self.ser.write('w2') 

   self.sendCommand(cmd['DriveToTag'], duration) 

   self.turns.append("Forward") 

   if debug: 

    print "Dump of performed directions:" 

    print self.turns 

   # Enter auto mode 

   self.flushSerial() 

   self.enterAuto = True 

   return 0 

 

 def autoDrive(self): 

  if debug: 

   print "Entering autoDrive" 

  self.enterAuto = False 

  autoTimeout = 20 

  while True: 
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   time.sleep(.2) 

   if autoTimeout < 0: 

    self.enterDirect = True 

    break 

   # Read in-coming data 

   serialData = self.readSerial() 

   if serialData is None: 

    autoTimeout -= 1 

    continue 

   # Update local information 

   location = self.getLocation(serialData) 

   manual = serialData[needManual] 

   # Has the manual bit been set? 

   if manual == '1' or manual == 1: 

    if debug: 

     print "Manual bit detected" 

    self.enterManual = True 

    break 

 

 def directDrive(self): 

  print "Entered direct drive" 

  self.enterDirect = False 

  self.dumpState() 

  while True: 

   time.sleep(.5) 

   self.sendCommand(cmd['ReadAll']) 

   serialData = self.readSerial() 

   print "Serial data received:" 

   print serialData 

    

   userInput = raw_input('Input command in the format command,duration: ') 
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   # Validate and execute commmand 

   if self.handleFlowInput(userInput): 

    return 1 if userInput == "Exit" else 0 

   userCommand = self.validateInput(userInput) 

   if userCommand is not None: 

    print "Input valid, executing %s" % (userInput) 

    if userCommand[0] == "Right" or userCommand[0] == "Left": 

     self.turns.append(userCommand[0]) 

    self.sendCommand(cmd[userCommand[0]],userCommand[1]) 

 

 ########################################### 

 

 ######### Manuevering Routines ############ 

 

 def performReorient(self): 

  # Simply negate latest course corrections of a given direction 

  direction = "Left" if self.corrections[-1] == "Right" else "Right" 

  reorients = 0 

  for correction in reversed(self.corrections): 

   if correction != direction: 

    reorients += 1 

  if self.ser is not None: 

   for i in range(reorients): 

    self.ser.write(cmd[direction]) 

  if debug: 

   print "Reorienting with %d turns to the %s" % (reorients, direction) 

 

 def performTurn(self, directions): 

  for turn in directions: 

   if debug: 

    print "Commanding turn to the " + turn 
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    print "serial.write(%s%d)" % (cmd[turn], rightAngleTurns) 

   self.turns.append(turn) 

   self.sendCommand(cmd[turn], rightAngleTurns) 

 

 ########################################## 

 

 ######### Utility Functions ############## 

 

 def dumpState(self): 

  print "Dump of state:" 

  print "\t The following maneuvers have been performed since Tag %s" % 
(self.prevTag) 

 

 def handleFlowInput(self, userInput): 

  if userInput in flowCommands: 

   if userInput == "Auto": 

    self.enterAuto = True 

   if userInput == "Manual": 

    self.enterManual = True     

   return True 

  else: 

   return False 

 

 def validateInput(self, userInput): 

  userCommand = userInput.split(",") 

  if len(userCommand) != 2: 

   print "Input must be comma separated and only contain 2 arguments!" 

   return None 

  if userCommand[0] not in cmd.keys(): 

   print "First argument, command, must be one of the following 
commands:" 

   for key in cmd.keys(): 
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    print "\t %s" % (key,) 

   return None 

  try: 

   userCommand[1] = int(userCommand[1]) 

   valid = True 

   if userCommand[1] not in range(0,10): 

    valid = False 

  except: 

   valid = False 

  if not valid: 

   print "Second argument, duration, must be in range 0-9!" 

   print "Use 0 for commands where duration is not applicable" 

   return None 

  return userCommand 

 

 def sendCommand(self, command, duration=0): 

  self.ser.write('%s%d' % (command,duration)) 

 

 def checkForObstacle(self): 

  centerDist = self.serialHistory[-1][pingCenter] 

  retVal = centerDist < frontThreshold 

  if debug: 

   print "Obstacle found %d cm in front %s" % (centerDist, "rerouting" if 
retVal else "") 

  return retVal 

 

 def pickNewDirection(self): 

  direction = 'Right' if random.random() > .5 else 'Left' 

  self.sendCommand(cmd['Avoid%s' % (direction,)]) 

  self.turns.append(direction) 

 

 def getOrientation(self): 
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  if debug: 

   print "Dump of current turns:" 

   print self.turns 

  return self.turns.count("Right") - self.turns.count("Left") % 4 

 

 def getRoute(self): 

  if debug: 

   print "Getting route from %s to %s" % (self.prevTag, 
self.globalDestination,) 

  return self.tagMap[self.prevTag][self.globalDestination][0] 

 

 def getDriveDuration(self): 

  route = self.tagMap[self.prevTag][self.globalDestination][0] 

  for directions in route: 

   subdirs = directions.split(",") 

   if len(subdirs) > 1: 

    if debug: 

     print "returning duration of " + subdirs[1] 

    return int(subdirs[1]) 

 

 def getTurnsNeeded(self, route = None): 

  # Compare route to already completed turns 

  if route is None: 

   route = self.getRoute() 

  orDesired = 0 

  for turn in route: 

   if turn == "Left": 

    orDesired += -1 

   elif turn=="Right": 

    orDesired += 1 

   else: 

    break 
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  orCurrent = self.getOrientation() 

  directions = [] 

  orDiff = abs(orDesired - orCurrent) 

  direction = "Left" if orDiff > 2 else "Right" 

  for i in range(orDiff if orDiff < 2 else 4 - orDiff): 

   directions.append(direction) 

 

  if debug: 

   print "getTurnsNeeded entered: Going from %s to %s" % (self.prevTag, 
self.globalDestination) 

   print "Dump of route:" 

   print route 

   print "orDesired is %d" % (orDesired,) 

   print "orCurrent is %d" % (orCurrent,) 

   print "Direction to move is " + direction 

 

  return directions 

 

 def flushSerial(self): 

  if debug: 

   "Flushing serial input. See contents below:" 

  while True: 

   serialData = self.ser.readline() 

   if debug: 

    print "\t %s" % (serialData) 

   if serialData == '': 

    break 

 

 def readSerial(self): 

  serialIn = self.ser.readline() 

  serialIn =serialIn.replace('\n','').replace('\r','') 

  serialData = serialIn.split(",") 
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  if debug: 

   print "Data received " + serialIn 

 

  if serialData is None: 

   print "Serial data found to be None" 

   return None 

 

  if len(serialData) == 9: 

   if debug: 

    print "Serial data found" 

   self.addSerialToHistory(serialData) 

   self.prevTag = self.getLocation(serialData) 

   return serialData  

  else: 

   print "Serial data length incorrect: " + str(len(serialData)) 

   None 

 

 def addSerialToHistory(self, serialData): 

  record = [] 

  for data in serialData: 

   if data.isdigit(): 

    record.append(int(data)) 

   else: 

    record.append(data) 

  self.serialHistory.append(record) 

 

 def getLocation(self, serialData): 

  locationData = serialData[pingRfid] 

  if locationData not in self.tagNames.keys(): 

   return None 

  else: 
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   return self.tagNames[serialData[pingRfid]] 

 

 def initDrive(self, start, destination): 

  self.globalDestination = destination 

  self.prevTag = start 

 

class FakeSerial: 

 def __init__(self, fileName='RealSerial'): 

  self.baud = 9600 

  self.textFile = open(fileName,'r') 

 

 def __del__(self): 

  del self.textFile 

 

 def write(self, data): 

  print "serial.write(%s)" % (data,) 

 

 def readline(self): 

  line = self.textFile.readline() 

  # Remove trailing whitespace, comments, etc. 

  return re.split(' |\n|\t|\r',line)[0] 

 

 def flushInput(self): 

  return 

tagMap.json 

{ 

 "A": { 

  "B": [["Forward,4"]], 

  "C": [["Forward,4", "Forward,4"]], 

  "D": [["Right","Forward,3"]],  

  "E":[["Forward,4","Right","Forward,3"]], 

  "F": [["Forward,4", "Right", "Forward,3","Left","Forward,4"]] 
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 }, 

 "Ap": { 

  "B": [["Forward,4"]], 

  "C": [["Forward,4", "Forward,4"]], 

  "D": [["Right","Forward,3"]],  

  "E":[["Forward,4","Right","Forward,3"]], 

  "F": [["Forward,4", "Right", "Forward,3","Left","Forward,4"]] 

 }, 

 "Bp": { 

  "A": [["Right","Right","Forward,4"]], 

  "C": [["Forward,4"]], 

  "D": [["Right","Forward,3","Right","Forward,4"]], 

  "E": [["Right","Forward,3"]], 

  "F": [["Right","Forward,3","Forward,4"]] 

 },  

 "B": { 

  "A": [["Right","Right","Forward,4"]], 

  "C": [["Forward,4"]], 

  "D": [["Right","Forward,3","Right","Forward,4"]], 

  "E": [["Right","Forward,3"]], 

  "F": [["Right","Forward,3","Forward,4"]] 

 }, 

 "C": { 

  "A": [["Right","Right","Forward,4","Forward,4"]], 

  "B": [["Right", "Right", "Forward,4"]], 

  "D": [["Right", "Forward,3", "Right", "Forward,4", "Forward,4"]], 

  "E": [["Right","Right","Forward,4","Left","Forward,3"]], 

  "F": [["Right","Forward,3"]] 

 }, 

 "Cp": { 
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  "A": [["Right","Right","Forward,4","Forward,4"]], 

  "B": [["Right", "Right", "Forward,4"]], 

  "D": [["Right", "Forward,3", "Right", "Forward,4", "Forward,4"]], 

  "E": [["Right","Right","Forward,4","Left","Forward,3"]], 

  "F": [["Right","Forward,3"]] 

 },  

 "D": { 

  "A": [["Left","Forward,3"]], 

  "B": [["Forward,4","Left","Forward,3"]], 

  "C": [["Forward,4","Forward,4","Left","Forward,3"]], 

  "E": [["Forward,4"]], 

  "F": [["Forward,4","Forward,4"]] 

  }, 

 "Dp": { 

  "A": [["Left","Forward,3"]], 

  "B": [["Forward,4","Left","Forward,3"]], 

  "C": [["Forward,4","Forward,4","Left","Forward,3"]], 

  "E": [["Forward,4"]], 

  "F": [["Forward,4","Forward,4"]] 

  }, 

 "E": { 

  "A": [["Right","Right","Forward,4","Right","Forward,3"]], 

  "B": [["Left","Forward,3"]], 

  "C": [["Forward,4","Left","Forward,3"]], 

  "D": [["Right","Right","Forward,4"]], 

  "F": [["Forward,4"]] 

 }, 

 "Ep": { 

  "A": [["Right","Right","Forward,4","Right","Forward,3"]], 

  "B": [["Left","Forward,3"]], 

  "C": [["Forward,4","Left","Forward,3"]], 
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  "D": [["Right","Right","Forward,4"]], 

  "F": [["Forward,4"]] 

 },  

 "F": { 

  "A":[[]], 

  "B":[[]], 

  "C":[[]], 

  "D":[[]], 

  "E":[[]] 

 }, 

 "Fp": { 

  "A":[[]], 

  "B":[[]], 

  "C":[[]], 

  "D":[[]], 

  "E":[[]] 

 }  

} 

 


